In this paper we present the life and work of Alicia Boole Stott, an Irish woman who made a significant contribution to the study of four-dimensional geometry. Although she never studied mathematics, she taught herself to "see" the fourth dimension and developed a new method of visualizing four-dimensional polytopes. In particular, she constructed three-dimensional sections of these four-dimensional objects, which resulted in a series of Archimedean solids. The presence in the University of Groningen of an extensive collection of these three-dimensional models, together with related drawings, reveals a collaboration between Boole Stott and the Groningen professor of geometry, P.H. Schoute. This collaboration lasted more than 20 years and combined Schoute's analytical methods with Boole Stott's unusual ability to visualize the fourth dimension. After Schoute's death in 1913 Boole Stott was isolated from the mathematical community until about 1930, when she was introduced to the geometer H.S.M. Coxeter, with whom she collaborated until her death in 1940. © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
In the spring of 2001 an old paper roll containing drawings of polyhedra was found in the basement of the Mathematics, Astronomy and Physics building at the Zernike Campus of the University of Groningen. The drawings, carefully made and beautifully colored, looked like a series of related Archimedean solids, first increasing and then decreasing in size. The roll was unsigned, but the drawings were quickly recognized to be representations of threedimensional models held at the Groningen University Museum and known to be the work of Alicia Boole Stott (1860 Stott ( -1940 , the daughter of the logician George Boole . Further investigation revealed that Boole Stott had enjoyed a fruitful collaboration with the Groningen professor of geometry, Pieter Hendrik Schoute (1846 Schoute ( -1913 , for over twenty years, 1 and had been awarded an honorary doctorate by the University of Groningen in 1914. In this paper we trace the history of Boole Stott's drawings and models, beginning with a biography of Boole Stott. We set Boole Stott's work into its historical context with a short account of the early history of four-dimensional geometry. It is clear that Boole Stott developed a mental capacity to understand the fourth dimension in a way that differed considerably from the analytic approach of other geometers of the time, in particular that of Schoute. But how did she come to develop such an understanding of four-dimensional geometry? Before describing Boole Stott's work we consider this question and discuss the origins of Boole Stott's interest in polytopes.
A special education
Alicia Boole Stott was born in Castle Road, near Cork (Ireland), on June 8th, 1860 [MacHale, 1985, Chapter 17] . 2 She was the third daughter of the logician George Boole and his wife Mary Everest . George Boole died from fever at the age of 49 in 1864, leaving his widow and five daughters with very little money. With an insecure future in Ireland, Mary Boole moved to London, taking Alicia's four sisters with her. Alicia meanwhile stayed in Cork with her maternal grandmother and a great uncle. At the age of eleven she moved to London to live with her mother and sisters where she remained for seven years. Her stay in London was interrupted by one visit to Cork in 1876, where she worked in a children's hospital for a short period [Coxeter, 1987, 221] .
As a woman born in the middle of the 19th century, Alicia had little educational opportunity. In England, colleges did not offer degrees to women and the study of science or mathematics was not encouraged. Alicia was only four years old when her father died so she had little opportunity to be influenced by him, and as a child, her acquaintance with formal mathematics consisted only of the first two books of Euclid [Coxeter, 1948, 292-293] . Nevertheless, she was well taught by her mother.
Mary Everest Boole had studied mathematics with her husband, both before and after her marriage, and she retained an interest in the subject throughout her life [Michalowicz, 1996] . 3 When she moved to London after Boole's death she took a job as a librarian at Queen's College in Harley Street, a college for the higher education of women. 4 But her passion was for teaching, and she liked giving advice to the students. She had innovative ideas about education, believing, for example, that children should manipulate objects in order to make the unconscious understanding of mathematical ideas grow. Her belief that models should be used to visualize and understand geometrical objects is reflected in the following passages taken from her writings on pedagogy:
The use of the single sewing cards is to provide children in the kindergarten with the means of finding out the exact nature of the relation between one dimension and two. (. . .) There is another set of models, 5 the use of which is to provide people who have left school with a means of learning the relation between three dimensions and four. [Everest Boole, 1909, 21] The geometric education may begin as soon as the child's hands can grasp objects. Let him have, among his toys, the five regular solids and a cut cone. [Everest Boole, 1904, 110] Mary Everest Boole wrote several books on different aspects of pedagogy, most of which were published several years after they were written [Everest Boole, 1931] . Many of the matters on which she wrote (the occult, eastern philosophy, evolution and animal rights) were considered controversial at the time which is why her work took so long to be recognized [Michalowicz, 1996, 294-295] . Thus, although the two works cited above were not published 1 The Dictionary of Scientific Biography erroneously gives Schoute's date of death as 1923 [Struik, 1975] . 2 MacHale [1985] is the main source for biographical information on Alicia Boole Stott. 3 For further information on Mary Everest Boole see Cobham [1951] . 4 Queen's College, which was founded in 1848, was the first college of higher education for women in England. For a history of the College, see Kaye [1972] .
5 Everest Boole did not include a description of this set of models. until the first decade of the twentieth century, it seems probable that Everest Boole had ideas about the use of models in teaching by the time she was educating her daughters in London in the early 1870s. Apart from the education provided by her mother, Alicia was also strongly influenced by the amateur mathematician Charles Howard Hinton (1853 Hinton ( -1907 , who later married her eldest sister, Mary Boole. Alicia first met Hinton as a child in London, when her mother was working as a secretary to Hinton's father, James Hinton. Howard Hinton was then a school teacher, and very interested in four-dimensional geometry. In order to develop his ideas, Hinton devised a system involving hundreds of small colored cubes, each one carefully labeled with its own Latin name. 6 Having contemplated these cubes for several years, he claimed that he had learnt to visualize the fourth dimension. He was also intrigued by the idea of life in two or four dimensions. During his visits to the Boole family he stimulated Alicia and her sisters by putting together the small cubes and by trying to make them perceive the hypercube. He also endeavoured to get them to memorize the list of randomly assigned Latin names. This seems to have strongly inspired Alicia in her later work, and she surprised Hinton with her ability to visualize the fourth dimension. Little more is known about their contact, apart from Alicia's contribution to Hinton's book, A New Era of Thought [1888] , which he composed as a manual for training in higher space intuition. Alicia wrote part of the preface, as well as some chapters and appendices on sections of three-dimensional solids. Hinton is also remembered for his books The Fourth Dimension [1904] , in which he discusses the fourth dimension from a rather philosophical point of view, and An Episode of Flatland [1907] , which took as its basis Edwin Abbot's Flatland [1884] . In Hinton's book, the two-dimensional world is not a plane, as in Abbott's Flatland, but the rim of a large circular world called Astria. 7 By 1889 Alicia was living near Liverpool and working there as a secretary [Coxeter, 1987, 221] . She married the actuary Walter Stott in 1890 and had two children, Mary (?-?) 8 and Leonard (1892 Leonard ( -1963 . (See Fig. 1.) In about 1895, Alicia met the Dutch geometer Pieter Hendrik Schoute, professor of geometry at Groningen, with whom she collaborated until he died in 1913 (see Section 5.1). After Schoute's death, Boole Stott appears to have become isolated from the mathematical community and there is no evidence to suggest that she engaged in any mathematical activity from then until 1930 when she met the young 6 Hinton described the cubes and how to use them in Hinton [1904, Appendix 1] . 7 Excerpts from Hinton's writings on the fourth dimension can be found in Rucker [1980] . 8 Mary's exact dates are so far unknown, but she was born before 1895 (see Taylor, 1889-, and Boole Stott, 1895) and was still alive in December 1958 when she wrote her will [Stott, 1958] . Donald Coxeter (1907 -2003 and her interest in mathematics was revived. She collaborated with Coxeter working on topics related to four-dimensional geometry until her death (see Section 5.3). She died at 12 Hornsey Lane, Highgate, Middlesex, on December 17, 1940. 9 3. The beginnings of four-dimensional geometry Before introducing four-dimensional objects, we shall give the basic definitions of three-dimensional polyhedra. Further details are given in Bisztriczky et al. [1994] and Coxeter [1940 Coxeter [ , 1948 Coxeter [ , 1969 .
The convex regular polyhedra, or so-called Platonic solids, can be defined as subsets of three-dimensional space bounded by isomorphic regular polygons with the same number of edges meeting at every vertex. There are five of them, namely the tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron. If the conditions are relaxed to allow different types of regular polygon as faces, then the semiregular polyhedra can be obtained. These are subsets of threedimensional space bounded by regular polygons of two or more different types, ordered in the same way around each vertex. This latter group can be divided into the so-called prisms (constructed from two congruent n-sided polygons and n parallelograms), the antiprisms (constructed from two n-sided polygons and 2n triangles) and the Archimedean solids (the remaining ones).
The four-dimensional objects analogous to polyhedra are called polytopes. As polyhedra are built of twodimensional polygons, so polytopes are built of three-dimensional polyhedra. The regular polytopes, which are the equivalent of the Platonic solids in the fourth dimension, can be defined as subsets of the four-dimensional space with faces isomorphic to the Platonic solids. Equivalently, semiregular polytopes can also be defined.
Geometry as studied to the middle of the 19th century dealt with objects of dimension no greater than 3. However, we can find references to the idea of higher spaces in the 16th-century work of Viète and others [Coolidge, 1940, 231] . Rosenfeld [1988, Chapter 4] and Manning [1914, Introduction] trace the prehistory of multidimensional geometry to antiquity. In particular, Rosenfeld shows how the idea of multidimensional space arose in connection with the geometric interpretation of algebraic equations of degree higher than three.
The most influential paper of the 19th century with respect to four-dimensional geometry is Riemann's Habilitation lecture, given on June 10th, 1854. In this lecture [Riemann, 1867] , published by Richard Dedekind after Riemann's death, Riemann introduced the notion of an n-dimensional manifold. The lecture had few mathematical details but presented many ideas about what geometry should be. With the increasing use of analytical and algebraic methods, the step to a higher number of dimensions was a natural one. Various mathematicians generalized their theories to n dimensions. Among the significant 19th-century contributions to geometry of four dimensions were Clifford [1873] , Cayley [1885] , Möbius [1827] , Grassmann [1844] . For a bibliography of the 19th-century results on the topic, we refer to Halsted [1897, 264] , Cajori [1991, 308] . The topic was then popularized by Howard Hinton in his book The Fourth Dimension [1904] . Among other things, Hinton introduced the term tesseract for an unfolded hypercube, that is, the four-dimensional analogue of the three-dimensional cube.
Four-dimensional polytopes were first discovered by the Swiss mathematician Ludwig Schläfli (1814 Schläfli ( -1895 . Between 1850 and 1852, Schläfli developed a theory of geometry in n dimensions. His pioneering work contained the definition of the n-dimensional sphere and he introduced the concept of four-dimensional polytopes, which he called polyschemes. He proved that there are exactly six regular polytopes in four dimensions and only three in dimensions higher than four. To denote a regular polytope, he introduced the so-called Schläfli symbol {p, q, r} to denote the polytope with r cells of type {p, q} around an edge. The Platonic solid represented by {p, q} consists of p-gons, where there are q around a vertex. Schläfli submitted his paper to the Akademie in Vienna but it was rejected due to its length. Some fragments of it were later sent by Schläfli to Cayley, who published them in the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics [Schläfli, 1858] . 10 The manuscript was not published in full until six years after Schläfli's death [Schläfli, 1901] . As a result mathematicians writing about the subject during the second half of the century were largely unaware of Schläfli's discoveries. The first person to rediscover Schläfli's polytopes was the American mathematician, Washington Irving Stringham (1847 Stringham ( -1909 . 11 Stringham's paper [1880] became important because it provided an intuitive proof of the existence of the six regular polytopes and gave explicit constructions for each of them. It also includes one of the earliest known illustrations of four-dimensional figures (see Fig. 2 ).
Nowadays, the interest in four-dimensional polytopes has been revived due to the use of computers for their visualization.
Boole Stott's models of polytopes
As has already been indicated in Section 2, Boole Stott undertook a study of four-dimensional geometry inspired by Hinton. Between 1880 and 1895 she worked alone and without any scientific contact. Unaware of the work of Schläfli or Stringham, she succeeded in (re)finding the six regular polytopes in the fourth dimension. Five of these polytopes are the four-dimensional analogues of the five regular polyhedra, namely the hypercube, hyperoctahedron, hypertetrahedron, 120-cell, and 600-cell. The extra one, which is called the 24-cell, has no three-dimensional analogue.
Boole Stott also found the three-dimensional sections of all six three-dimensional regular polytopes, building them in beautiful cardboard models. These models form series of semiregular polyhedra that vary in shape and color. Her method of obtaining these sections, described in [1900] , was completely based on geometrical visualization.
To see how Boole Stott's models help in the understanding of four-dimensional polytopes we need to step down a dimension. If, for example, we take a tetrahedron and, starting from one of its vertices, consider its two-dimensional sections, then we get a series of increasing triangles. Looking at these (two-dimensional) triangles will give us information about the shape of the (three-dimensional) tetrahedron. Similarly, if we look at the increasing (three-dimensional) polyhedra built by Boole Stott, we get an idea of the shape of the (four-dimensional) polytope. Boole Stott's method consisted of "unfolding" four-dimensional polytopes in order to visualize them in three-dimensional space. Fig. 3 shows a drawing by Boole Stott of a part of an unfolded hyperoctahedron. This solid consists of 16 tetrahedra, of which five are represented in the figure.
As will be discussed in Section 6.1, Boole Stott also presented in [1900] drawings of the two-dimensional unfoldings for the construction of some of the polytopes. 
Boole Stott's mathematical contacts

Boole Stott's collaboration with Pieter Hendrik Schoute
Pieter Hendrik Schoute was born in 1846 in Wormerveer, some 30 km north west of Amsterdam. After graduating in 1867 as a civil engineer from the Polytechnical School in Delft, he moved to Leiden, taking a Ph.D. in mathematics in 1870 with a dissertation entitled "Homography applied to the theory of quadric surfaces." 12 He taught mathematics in secondary schools, first in Nijmegen (1871-1874) and later in The Hague (1874-1881). In 1881 he was appointed professor of geometry at the University of Groningen, where he remained until his death.
After his move to Groningen, Schoute wrote many papers on projective and Euclidean geometry. It seems likely that Schoute first heard about regular polytopes in 1882 from the German mathematician Victor Schlegel (1843 Schlegel ( -1905 , 13 who studied the four-dimensional polytopes as projections. In 1883 Schlegel constructed projection models of the six regular four-dimensional polytopes, using brass wire and silk thread. In 1894 Schoute used analytical methods to describe the three-dimensional central sections of the four-dimensional polytopes [1894a, 1894b, 1894c] . According to Coxeter [1948, 258] , Boole Stott learnt about Schoute's publications in 1895 from her husband, although it remains unclear how Walter Stott became aware of Schoute's work. She realized that Schoute's drawings of the sections were identical to her cardboard models and sent photographs of the models to Schoute. These photographs showed Schoute that Boole Stott's central sections were three-dimensional realizations of his results. The similarity between Schoute's drawings and Boole Stott's models can be seen in Fig. 4 , where the drawing on the left is from Schoute [1894c, Plate 1] and the photograph on the right is of Boole Stott's model.
Schoute, who was very surprised by Boole Stott's photographs, responded immediately, suggesting a meeting and proposing a collaboration. Over the following summers he made several visits to England to stay with Boole Stott at her maternal cousin's house in Hever [Coxeter, 1948, 258-259] . The (undated) photograph reproduced 12 The dissertation was written in English which was most unusual in the Netherlands at the time. 13 On 17th November 1882 both Schoute and Schlegel presented papers at a meeting of the Société Mathématique de France [Schoute, 1882; Schlegel, 1882 ]. Schlegel's paper, which was on n-dimensional geometry, cited [Stringham, 1880] and included a discussion of the four-dimensional polytopes. [1907] describes her exposition. The following year saw the publication of their main joint paper [1908] , in which they discussed the four-dimensional space filled with hypercubes intersected with a space of dimension 3. This paper was published by the Dutch Academy of Sciences. Their second and last joint paper appeared in [1910] and was a continuation of Boole Stott's own paper [1910] published in the same year.
Schoute also came to England for the 5th International Congress of Mathematicians, which was held in Cambridge in 1912. He was elected a Vice-President of the Congress and presented a paper [1912] on semiregular polytopes. The contents of this paper relate to Boole Stott's paper [1910] and her method of expansion (discussed in Section 6.2). Schoute described their collaboration on the topic as follows:
After having communicated the experimental laws (1) and (2) to Mrs. A. Boole Stott, entreating her to send me a general geometrical proof of them, I received within a month her considerations dealing with the deduction of the characteristic numbers for n = 2, 3 and 4 from those for n = 1, 2 and 3 respectively. As her study forms the basis of my general analytic proof I feel myself bound to communicate her results first. I will do so by treating in detail the transition of hexagon to tO [truncated octahedron] in the case of relation (1) and that of octagon to tCO [truncated cuboctahedron] in the case of relation (2). [Schoute, 1912, 72] Apart from Schoute's visits to England, the collaboration also worked via correspondence. Boole Stott, in a letter [1911] to her nephew G.I. Taylor, discusses a manuscript that she received, almost certainly from Schoute, about one of her publications, probably . . . I have not done anything more interesting than staining very shabby floors and such like household things for some time; but last night I received by post a M.S. of 70 very closely written pages containing an analytical counterpart of my last geometrical paper. Of course I must read it. It is the second attempt and was only written because I did not like the first but I am such a duffer at analytical work anyhow that I don't suppose I shall like this very much better. [Boole Stott, 1911] Boole Stott's words not only show the stark contrast between her everyday life and her mathematical work, but also reveal her modest opinion of her analytical abilities. [1903, 103] refers to Boole Stott [1900] in a discussion of contributions to the study of sections of polytopes. Another reference to her work can be found in the work of the Dutch mathematician Cardinaal [1916, 2] , who cites Boole Stott's publication [1910] in relation to Schoute's work.
Although Boole Stott published her results in a Dutch journal and a large part of her collection of models and drawings is present in Groningen, it remains unclear whether she ever visited the Netherlands. Schoute in his paper on the sections of the 120-cell and 600-cell [Schoute, 1907, 3] writes that the set of Boole Stott's models was a present from her to him. But this provides no conclusive evidence either way, as the models could have been sent from England. Likewise, the drawings in Groningen provide no help in this connection, since a close examination of the paper on which they are drawn has revealed that some of the sheets originated in England and some in the Netherlands.
An honorary doctorate
Because of Boole Stott's contributions to mathematics, the University of Groningen awarded her an honorary doctorate in 1914. Johan Antony Barrau (1874 Barrau ( -1953 ), Schoute's successor as professor of geometry, wrote the letter of recommendation to the University and included with it a list of Boole Stott's publications [Barrau, 1914] . The list included the three joint publications with Schoute, and Boole [Coxeter, 1948, 259] , Boole Stott did not go to Groningen to attend the ceremony. The plan had been for Boole Stott to stay with Schoute's widow [Schoute, 1914] . However, the accommodation list for the 68 honoris causa candidates 15 contains the remark "does not come" besides Alicia Stott's name.
Boole Stott and Coxeter
In 1930 Boole Stott resumed her mathematical work, which had ceased after Schoute's death in 1913, when she was introduced to Donald Coxeter, a Cambridge graduate student, by her nephew and mathematician, G.I. Taylor (1886 Taylor ( -1975 16 [Coxeter, 1948, 259] . 17 The correspondence between Taylor and Boole Stott [Boole Stott, 1911 ] reveals a closeness between the two relatives. In a lecture on amateur mathematicians [1963] , Taylor provided a fond reminiscence of his aunt, describing her method to obtain the six regular polytopes and their three-dimensional sections:
Alice's method of discovery was typically that of an amateur. She started by noticing that a corner in a regular fourdimensional figure bounded by tetrahedra, for instance, can only have either 4, 8 or 20 of them meeting at a point because a section of three-dimensional space close to the corner in a symmetrical position could only be a tetrahedron, an octahedron, or an icosahedron. She then traced, using only Euclid's construction, the progress of the section as the four-dimensional figure passed through our three-dimensional space. In this way Alice, employing only Euclid's constructions, produced sections of all the six regular polytopes. (Quoted in Batchelor [1996, 19] .)
When Boole Stott and Coxeter met, she was a 70 year old woman whilst he was only 23, but despite this difference of age, they became good friends, as he later recalled:
The strength and simplicity of her character combined with the diversity of her interests to make her an inspiring friend. [Coxeter, 1948, 259] They met regularly and worked on topics related to four-dimensional geometry. On one particular occasion Coxeter, who was studying for a Ph.D. under the supervision of H.F. Baker, 18 invited Boole Stott to one of Baker's celebrated geometry tea parties where they delivered a joint lecture [Roberts, 2006, 73] . She brought her set of models to the tea party, which she afterwards donated to the department of mathematics for permanent exhibition. 19 In his later work, Coxeter often made reference to Boole Stott and her work, calling her "Aunt Alice", as Boole Stott's nephew, Taylor, used to do. He was also clearly aware of the difficulties of her domestic situation:
In 1890 she married Walter Stott, an actuary; and for some years she led a life of drudgery, rearing her two children on a very small income. [Coxeter, 1948, 258] Coxeter and Boole Stott have no joint publications and it is impossible to know precisely the contribution that Boole Stott made to Coxeter's work. However, thanks to several remarks about her work that Coxeter made in his publications, it is possible to get some idea of the nature of their collaboration:
The general process of truncation is a special combination of Mrs. Stott's two processes of expansion and contraction, which led to her discovery of a great variety of uniform polytopes. (. . .) But she also defined other polytopes 15 "Notices relating to the honorary doctorates: draft list where the honorary doctors would be lodged" (manuscript), 1914. Groningen Provincial Archive. Inv. nr. 554. 16 Taylor was the Yarrow Research Professor at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, and a Fellow of Trinity College. For further information on Taylor, who became one of the most influential mathematical physicists of the 20th century, see Batchelor [1996] . 17 Although Coxeter claims that he first met Boole Stott in 1930, it is possible that his memory was not serving him correctly and that they met earlier, possibly in 1928, see Roberts [2006, 73] . He certainly knew of her work by 1929, as he cites her [1910] paper (incorrectly dating it to 1913) in his paper [1930, 330] . 18 H.F. Baker (1866 Baker ( -1956 ) was the Lowndean Professor of Geometry and Astronomy. For further information on Baker and geometry at Cambridge, see Barrow-Green and Gray [2006] . 19 The models are now in the office of Professor Lickorish, Department of Pure Mathematics and Mathematical Statistics, Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Cambridge University.
which, unfortunately, are beyond the scope of this book. [Coxeter, 1948, 163] She collaborated with me in the investigation of Gosset's four-dimensional polytope s{3, 4, 3} which I had rediscovered about that time. She made models of its sections, which are probably still on view in Cambridge. [Coxeter, 1948, 259] In the same essay 21 Gosset constructed the auxiliary polytope s{3, 4, 3} (. . .) but he overlooked the fact that its vertices actually lie in the edges of {3, 4, 3}, dividing them according to the golden section; this was pointed out by Mrs. Stott in 1931 . [Coxeter, 1948, 162] Coxeter also discusses the construction of s{3, 4, 3} and Boole Stott's contribution to the topic in Coxeter [1935, 338] . The work of Gosset will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.
Boole Stott's mathematics
In the following two sections, we give an account of the main contributions of Boole Stott to four-dimensional geometry. Specifically, we describe her methodology and the results given in her publications [1900, 1910] . For a more detailed mathematical study of her work, see Polo-Blanco [2007, Chapter 5] .
1900 paper: Sections of four-dimensional polytopes
After meeting Schoute, and encouraged by him, Boole Stott wrote her first paper, "On certain series of sections of the regular four-dimensional hypersolids" [1900] , and it was in this paper that she introduced the term polytope [Coxeter, 1948, ix] . She also described a rather intuitive and elegant method for obtaining the sections of the regular polytopes. Together with her discussion of these three-dimensional sections, she presented drawings of the twodimensional unfoldings for the construction of some of them. We refer to Phillips [2006] for illustrations of some of these unfoldings and a short description of the idea of Boole Stott's method.
As stated above, a regular polytope in four-dimensional space is a subset of R 4 bounded by isomorphic threedimensional regular polyhedra, these polyhedra being referred to as cells by both Boole Stott and Schoute.
Boole Stott began her paper by giving an intuitive proof of the existence of the six regular polytopes in four dimensions. The names of these polytopes together with their numbers of vertices, edges, faces, and cells are given in the table in Fig. 6 .
Next, she constructed three-dimensional sections to the six regular polytopes. She obtained the three-dimensional sections of the hypercube by intersecting the polytope with three-dimensional spaces parallel to each of the cells (in this case cubes). 22 The result is a series of regular cubes. Boole Stott's illustration of this idea [1900, 5] is given in Fig. 7 , where the three-dimensional spaces considered are parallel to the cube ABCDEF GH . Gosset [1900] . 22 This is analogous to finding the two-dimensional sections of a regular cube in three dimensions by intersecting it with two-dimensional spaces (i.e. planes) parallel to each of its faces. From this example, we can see how Boole Stott's method, which consisted of unfolding the four-dimensional polytope into the third dimension, effectively transformed a four-dimensional problem into a three-dimensional one. Once she had made a representation of the object in three dimensional space, she was able to calculate its sections using only the intuition and geometry of three-dimensional space.
In the rest of the paper, Boole Stott found and drew the sections of the 16-cell, the 24-cell, the 120-cell, and the 600-cell. To take one example, the 600-cell, the most complicated of the polytopes, this consists of 600 tetrahedra, and in [1900] , Boole Stott discusses each one of its complete sections and also provides drawings of the unfolded sections. She made colored drawings (Fig. 8) and constructed cardboard models of the sections (Fig. 9 ) 23 and examples of these survive in the University Museum of Groningen. She painted each type of two-dimensional face with the same color in each of the sections in order to show how one section develops into another.
Boole Stott's 1910 paper: Semiregular polytopes
In her paper "Geometrical deduction of semi-regular from regular polytopes and space fillings" [1910] , Boole Stott gave a new construction for the so-called Archimedean solids in three and four dimensions. Schoute had sent her some stereographic photographs of semiregular polyhedra and these photographs gave her the idea of deriving the semiregular polyhedra from the regular ones. Having discovered a method that enabled her to do this, she then generalized it from three dimensions to four, and was led to the discovery of many of the Archimedean polytopes, the latter being the generalization of semiregular polyhedra to four dimensions. 23 Note that the drawing on the right-hand side of Fig. 8 corresponds to the uppermost model in Fig. 9 . The models in Fig. 9 are currently on exhibition at the University Museum in Groningen. 
The three-dimensional case
Boole Stott's method of constructing the Archimedean solids is based on two operations on polyhedra, namely "expansion" and "contraction" (her terminology), one operation being considered as the inverse of the other.
An expansion is performed by considering a regular polyhedron and the set of its vertices (equivalently edges and faces) and moving each element of the set a certain distance away from the centre of the polyhedron. All these distances are equal and taken so that the new (extended) set of vertices define a semiregular polyhedron. Boole Stott considered the particular case when the expansion operation is applied to a Platonic solid with respect to its edges. She found that the result was the same solid but truncated; i.e., it was the same solid but with all the corners cut off. Fig. 10 shows Boole Stott's representation of the expansion of the octahedron via its edges, which results in the truncated octahedron [1910, 6] .
Boole Stott defined the contraction operation in a similar way. Once a semiregular polyhedron is obtained after performing an expansion operation, the original polyhedron can be recovered by performing a contraction operation taking the set of elements considered in the expansion (i.e., vertices, edges, or faces) and moving them uniformly toward the center until they meet. Using these two operations combined in different ways, Boole Stott provided an elegant method of constructing a semiregular polyhedron from a regular one. 
The four-dimensional case
Boole Stott defined equivalent expansion and contraction operations for four-dimensional polytopes. Using these operations, she derived many of the Archimedean four-dimensional polytopes. These polytopes are defined as convex polytopes whose cells (that is, three-dimensional faces) are regular or semiregular convex polyhedra and are such that for each polytope its group of symmetries is transitive on each of its vertices. Note that this definition is not analogous to the three-dimensional case, since it allows semiregular (as well as regular) polyhedra as cells.
The following is a list of Boole Stott's main results in the four-dimensional case:
1. Definition. Let P 1 ⊆ R n be an n-dimensional polytope and let P 2 ⊆ R m be an m-dimensional polytope. The Cartesian product of P 1 and P 2 is the polytope
where conv denotes the convex hull. Coxeter confirmed that Boole Stott had been the first to define these polytopes [1978, 126] .
3. The snub 24-cell s{3, 4, 3}: This is a semiregular polytope that consists of 120 tetrahedra and 24 icosahedra. It is the four-dimensional analogue of two Archimedean solids, namely, the snub cube and the snub dodecahedron. A snub polyhedron is a polyhedron obtained by adding extra triangles around each vertex. Boole Stott discovered two new constructions for the snub 24-cell in 1931. First, she realized that its 96 vertices lie on the 96 edges of the regular 24-cell, not at the midpoints but at one of the two points of the so-called golden section. For her second construction, she selected the 96 vertices from the 120 vertices of the regular 600-cell that remain after the removal of 24 vertices that belong to an inscribed 24-cell. This construction can also be applied to other regular polytopes. Boole Stott once again made cardboard models and in this case she constructed a sequence of sections of the snub 24-cell [Coxeter, 1948, 259] . In a letter from Coxeter to G.I. Taylor [Coxeter, 1970] , the possibility of exhibiting Boole Stott's models of the snub 24-cell was discussed. The exhibition took place in Sussex in January 1970. 24 Later Coxeter and Boole Stott found out that the snub 24-cell had been discovered in 1897 by Thorold Gosset (1869 -1962 , a lawyer who did mathematics in his spare time. Gosset had enumerated all the uniform polytopes in four dimensions and had sent his result to the Messenger of Mathematics, but only a short abstract was published [Gosset, 1900] . Gosset never knew Hinton or Schoute and appears to have worked entirely on his own. According to Coxeter [1948, 164] , Gosset's work remained unnoticed for many years and he became so disillusioned that he abandoned mathematics altogether.
Other contemporary contributors
As mentioned above, Schläfli was the first to discover the six regular polytopes in four dimensions. But between 1880 and 1900, that is before Boole Stott published her own discovery of them in [1900] , the six regular polytopes were independently rediscovered by, among others, Stringham in [1880] , Reinhold Hoppe (1816 Hoppe ( -1900 in [1882] , Victor Schlegel in [1883] , Anton Puchta (1851 Puchta ( -1903 in [1884] , Ernesto Cesàro (1859 Cesàro ( -1906 in [1887] , Harold Worthington Curjel in [1899] , and Gosset in [1900] . Stringham [1880, 10-11] and Cesàro [1887, 65] each gave explicit constructions for the regular polytopes, while Stringham also included illustrations of the projections of the polytopes. Gosset [1900] developed a method of constructing the semiregular polytopes. In [1905] Alfredo Andreini (1870 Andreini ( -1943 enumerated and published a list of 25 convex uniform honeycombs (the space-filling tessellations of regular and semiregular polyhedra). Schoute's most important results on four-dimensional polytopes were his discoveries of the central sections of the four-dimensional polytopes [1894a, 1894b, 1894c] and the list of all vertices of each regular polytope [1902-1905, see 1905, 158-159, 204-246] . Andreini, along with Cèsaro and Salomon Levivan van Oss (1864-?), also studied projections and sections of the regular polytopes [Oss, 1901] .
This list shows a widespread interest in the study of polytopes in four dimensions. However, that several mathematicians should have been working on the topic at this time is not altogether surprising when considered within the wider context of the general fascination with the fourth dimension, as exemplified by the books of Abbott [1884] and Hinton [1888 Hinton [ , 1904 , prevalent at the turn of the twentieth century. 25
Conclusion
Boole Stott's figure represents an interesting example of an amateur woman mathematician working at the turn of the 20th century. The contemporary interest in the fourth dimension played an essential role in Boole Stott's story, and it is reflected in the work of the mathematicians who influenced her. However, Boole Stott's intuition for fourdimensional space developed in a unique way. The restriction of educational possibilities for women at the time, combined with the singular education she received from her family, seems to have led her to her discoveries. Boole Stott's methods, in contradistinction to the analytical approach common in her contemporaries, reveal an extraordinary ability to visualize the fourth dimension.
The rather limited way in which her mathematics influenced others was clearly in part due to the fact that many of her discoveries were never published and are only known through references to her work by Schoute or Coxeter. Nevertheless, her models and drawings, together with her publications, have left a legacy which reminds us of her ability and the beauty of her work.
